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Dato’ Razman Mohd Noor

SME Bank, which is now on a firmer footing with stronger 
paid-up capital of RM1.85 billion and better shareholders fund, 
will extend its outreach further to ensure that more SMEs and 
micro-enterprises benefit from our schemes, financing facilities, 
programmes and services.  Being a member of The Montreal 
Group (TMG) is our leverage to further nurture and support SME 
excellence through best practices, global database and better 

insight of the international market for SMEs.
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FOREWORD
Exciting developments awaiting the SME sector next 
year as the Government has outlined various measures, 
incentives and facilities tailored for the SMEs to help 
them grow and thrive in an enabling environment.  
This bodes well for SME Bank’s mission to develop 
SMEs to be the nation’s engine of growth.  SME Bank 
is pleased with the Government’s continued emphasis 
on SMEs and entrepreneurship particularly in the two 
consecutive budgets.  After declaring 2017 as a “Start-
up and SME Promotion Year” in the 2017 Budget, the 
Government remains committed to the SME sector by 
focusing on the role of SMEs in the economic growth in 
the 2018 Budget.

The Government has set aside more than RM20 billion 
for SMEs next year for their access to markets, working 
capital, financing for training, human capital, technology 
and automation.  There are also other provisions for 
SMEs which will be provided through allocations to 
other related ministries.  This include an RM80 million 
allocation under the Rural Economic Financing Scheme 
(SPED) through Bank Rakyat and SME Bank to provide 
financing facilities to rural Bumiputera entrepreneurs.

The Government’s emphasis on the SME sector will 
not only empower SMEs in becoming regional and 
international players but the spin offs will also benefit 
other industries, the job market and the economy in 
general.  The SMEs, which account for 98.5 per cent of 
all business establishments in Malaysia, are not only the 
backbone of the economy but also one of the main pillars 
of the nation’s economic growth.  We at SME Bank will 
continue to be innovative in formulating strategies to 
ensure that SMEs are sustainable, more competitive and 
able to capitalise on the transformational opportunities 
in the country’s entrepreneurial ecosystem.

SME Bank, which is now on a firmer footing with stronger 
paid-up capital of RM1.85 billion and better shareholders 
fund, will extend its outreach further to ensure that more 
SMEs and micro-enterprises benefit from our schemes, 

financing facilities, programmes and services.  Being a 
member of The Montreal Group (TMG) is our leverage 
to further nurture and support SME excellence through 
best practices, global database and better insight of the 
international market for SMEs.

As for the group performance, we are anticipating 
positive financial results for 2017 following the success 
of our five-year transformation programme.  As we 
are now more self-sustainable and less dependent 
on government funds, we can focus on bridging the 
financing gap especially amongst the unserved and 
underserved segment of SME entrepreneurs.

We hope that the SMEs featured in this edition of 
INFRONT will not only inspire aspiring entrepreneurs 
but also provide a clear direction for all entrepreneurs 
in terms of the available financing facilities and services 
while at the same time, learning to avoid common 
pitfalls of new entrepreneurs.  As we look towards 2018, 
I would like to reassure all entrepreneurs that SME Bank 
is fully committed in nurturing the SMEs and drive them 
beyond Malaysian borders.  With the right strategies, 
supportive environment and strong entrepreneurship 
spirit, the outlook is bright for our home-grown SMEs.

Thank you and wassalam.

DATO’ RAZMAN MOHD NOOR
Chief Operating Officer
Operations & Group Corporate Management
SME Bank
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NAIMEY ABD JALIL & 
NIK ZALINA NIK ABDULLAH
Chief Executive Officer & 
Chief Operational Officer 
of NMY Jeli Wholesale (M) Sdn. Bhd.

NMY JELIWholesale
(M) SDN. BHD. 1033366-T

Customer of SME Bank since 2013
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FASHION FOR SUCCESS

CaryaZara, a fashion label managed by NMY Jeli Wholesale (M) Sdn. Bhd. (NMY 
Jeli), is a story of hard work and determination.  Its founder, Naimey Abd Jalil did 
not have any business background.  She was in fact a lecturer at a local public 
higher institution before she decided to quit and focused on women clothing 
and fashion business full-time.

Naimey established NMY Jeli on 31 January 2013 to sell fashion clothing for Muslim 
women through wholesale and retail channels.  She obtained a financing facility 
under the Young Entrepreneur Fund (YEF) from SME Bank in 2013 to launch the 
venture.  The fashion clothing is retailed online under the brand CaryaZara.  It 
was a difficult phase for NMY Jeli as Naimey recalled many obstacles in the early 
days.  CaryaZara was still new in the market and it was not easy to promote an 
unknown clothing label.  The competition was intense in the industry with the 
mushrooming of new fashion brands targeting Muslim women wear.  Naimey 
and her team also were not familiar with the intricacies of clothing business and 
they had to sacrifice a lot to ensure that they had enough money to pay for rent 
and rolling capital.

She obtained a 
financing facility 
under the Young 
Entrepreneur Fund 
(YEF) from SME 
Bank in 2013 to 
launch the venture.  
The fashion clothing 
is retailed online 
under the brand 
CaryaZara.
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However, she soldiered on with faith and conviction that she 
can build the business despite adversities.  A person who 
never depends on fate alone, Naimey took steps to equip 
herself with knowledge about the business, management, 
marketing and related matters.  She strongly believes that 
knowledge is power and is a factor for success in business.  
NMY Jeli took steps to overcome competition, which include 
enhancing its services and product quality to retain existing 
customers, introducing products with unique selling point 
to differentiate its products from that of competitors, and 
upgrading its marketing techniques to make it relevant with 
current developments so that the Company will be ahead 
of its competitors.

Giving up is not in Naimey’s dictionary and her hard work 
paid off.  Today, her business is stable and CaryaZara 
has become an established brand.  NMY Jeli has agents 
representing CaryaZara clothing brand throughout the 
country including Sabah and Sarawak.  It also has agents 
in Singapore and Brunei.  Support from new and existing 
customers is enormous.  CaryaZara now has more than 
250,000 online followers.

NMY Jeli took 
steps to overcome 
competition, which 
include enhancing 
its services and 
product quality 
to retain existing 
customers, 
introducing 
products with 
unique selling point 
and upgrading 
its marketing 
techniques to 
make it relevant 
with current 
developments.

Besides managing business expansion, Naimey, who is 
NMY Jeli Chief Executive Officer, also focuses on building 
a motivated and creative team of people to help grow 
CaryaZara clothing line.  The Company values its people as 
they are valuable asset.  NMY Jeli currently has 12 employees 
and is looking for more people to support its growing 
operations and realise its mission.  As a retailer, NMY Jeli’s 
mission is to make CaryaZara as Malaysian customers’ 
first choice brand for Muslim readymade garment.  As a 
wholesaler, the Company targets to have more than 400 
resellers in Malaysia, Singapore, Brunei and Indonesia within 
a few years from now.  Naimey’s entrepreneurial spirit, 
especially her accomplishment in enhancing CaryaZara’s 
online presence has been recognised by the Ministry of 
International Trade and Industry by awarding her with 
Female Entrepreneur Award 2016.

Asked on her advice to young entrepreneurs, Naimey said 
opening a business is easy but to build a successful business 
is another matter.  “For aspiring young entrepreneurs, 
please equip yourselves with knowledge in business.  It’s 
alright if you don’t come from a family of business people 
or have no experience in business but you have to be 
diligent and always try to improve your knowledge not 
only in marketing but also in managing a Company.  With 
the knowledge, InsyaAllah the challenge can be overcome 
easily and success will be closer to us.
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“You also need to be highly motivated and have inner 
strength.  To be entrepreneurs, we need to have solid inner 
strength.  It (having inner strength) is important so that we 
will not give up in the face of a challenge because it is not a 
business if there is no challenge”!

It can be observed that most successful entrepreneurs 
have one thing in common, which is inner strength.  Inner 
strength is having the power and goal-oriented mindset to 
chase one’s dreams.  It is also about not letting adversities 
and setbacks hold one down in his or her pursue of success.  
It is about being a fighter, and coming out stronger from a 
losing battle.

According to the Harvard Medical School special health 
report entitled, “Positive Psychology: Harnessing the power 
of happiness, mindfulness, and inner strength”, focusing 
on strengths increased performance by 36 per cent on 
average.

Inner strength 
is having the 
power and 
goal-oriented 
mindset to 
chase one’s 
dreams.
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NMY Jeli has set its sight on making CaryaZara a reputable 
online Muslim women clothing brand in the region within five 
years from now.  It is also targeting to expand the business 
further until it opens a branch in Indonesia.  Tackling the 
Indonesian market will be a significant achievement for 
CaryaZara as Indonesia has the most Muslim population in 
the world, with 87 per cent of its 209 million people are 
Muslims.

It is an exciting time for CaryaZara label as people globally 
are spending more and more time on the internet and there 
is an increasing internet penetration in Asia.  Online business 
is truly borderless and it can reach out to customers in any 
part of the world.  In 2015, e-commerce statistics showed 
that 40 per cent of worldwide internet users have bought 
products online, which amounts to more than 1 billion online 
buyers and growing.

Naimey Abd Jalil

“For aspiring young entrepreneurs, please equip 
yourselves with knowledge in business.  It’s alright if you 

don’t come from a family of business people or have 
no experience in business but you have to be diligent 
and always try to improve your knowledge not only in 
marketing but also in managing a Company.  With the 
knowledge, InsyaAllah the challenge can be overcome 

easily and success will be closer to us.”

Naimey’s entrepreneurial spirit, especially her 
accomplishment in enhancing CaryaZara’s online presence 
has been recognised by the Ministry of International Trade 
and Industry by awarding her with Female Entrepreneur 
Award 2016.
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Mohd Hasli Ramli
Owner of Kedai Tayar Apal

KEDAI TAYAR Apal
TR001578-X

Customer of SME Bank since 2013
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ROLLING INTO BIGGER MARKET SHARE

Inheriting a family business does not always mean it will be 
smooth-sailing although the business already has regular 
customers and suppliers.  The son or the daughter may have 
entrepreneurship genes but there are a host of other factors 
at play in determining whether a business will flourish or go 
under.  There was a study which found that 37% to 48% of 
the tendency to be an entrepreneur is genetic.  Nonetheless, 
there are experts who believe that environmental factors 
are more important than genetic factors in recognising 
entrepreneurial opportunities and starting new businesses.  
Others argue that aspects like the surrounding, situation 
and access to capital also play critical roles.

Inheriting a family 
business does not 
always mean it will 
be smooth-sailing 
although the business 
already has regular 
customers and 
suppliers. The son 
or the daughter may 
have entrepreneurship 
genes but there are a 
host of other factors 
at play in determining 
whether a business will 
flourish or go under.
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For Mohd Hasli Ramli, when he inherited the tyre and rims 
shop from his late father, he was faced with bumps in the 
road.  Previously, his father managed all the business aspects 
of the shop.  When Mohd Hasli took over the business after 
his father’s passing, he had to manage everything by himself 
such as tyre stocks and order, convincing suppliers, hiring 
workers and dealing with debtors and creditors.

“That was the hardest challenge when I took over the 
business after my father passed away.  He was the original 
owner of this business,” said Mohd Hasli, who is the Manager 
of Kedai Tayar Apal.  Yet, Mohd Hasli is thankful that he 
received financial support from a bank dedicated for SME 
development, SME Bank.  The Company obtained financing 
from SME Bank in 2013 to bolster its capital which was used 
to purchase tyre stocks, adding more work equipment as 
well as shop renovation.

The Company 
obtained 
financing from 
SME Bank in 2013 
to bolster its 
capital which was 
used to purchase 
tyre stocks, 
adding more 
work equipment 
as well as shop 
renovation.
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Access to 
financial capital 
is the essence 
in starting or 
maintaining a 
business.  Even 
an entrepreneur 
with strong 
business acumen 
or entrepreneurial 
genes could be 
stuck and cannot 
move ahead in 
business without 
capital or financial 
stability. 

Access to financial capital is the 
essence in starting or maintaining 
a business.  Even an entrepreneur 
with strong business acumen or 
entrepreneurial genes could be stuck 
and cannot move ahead in business 
without capital or financial stability.  
While most entrepreneurs have an 
admirable tendency for risk-taking, it 
is usually access to money that allows 
them to take risks.

This is because when basic needs 
are met and when an entrepreneur 
knows that he or she has a safety net 
(financial capital), it is easier for the 
entrepreneur to be creative and more 

willing to take risks.  For SMEs and 
start-ups in Malaysia, there are lucky 
because there are dedicated agencies 
that take care of their financial needs.  
SME Bank is one of them.  Kedai Tayar 
Apal is located at Kampung Apal in 
Jertih, Terengganu.  It was registered 
in 1993 with current main activities 
include selling rims and all types of 
tyres for private vehicles, buses, lorries 
and heavy vehicles.  The Company 
also provides service & alignment to 
all types of vehicles as well as supplies 
tyres mainly to shops in Besut district 
as well as shops in Kelantan and 
Terengganu.
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Before, Kedai Tayar Apal focussed on selling tyres and 
rims only and they sold used tyres and rims.  It only has 
one shop running a small-scale operation.  However 
today, the Company has a collection of all types of new 
car tyres and new rims.  It also has all types of tyres for 
lorries, buses, heavy vehicles, new and used tractors.  The 
Company has also been appointed as Sales Representative 
for renowned brands such as Maxxis, Dunlop, Viking, 
Bridgestone and Michelin.  It has recently been appointed 
as Sales Representative for Hankook & Continental, where 
the Company receives supply direct from the supplier and 
factory.

Kedai Tayar Apal has also expanded by opening four 
branches while one more branch is in the pipeline.  The 
Company also supplies tyres to shops around Besut, 
Kelantan, Terengganu as well as Ipoh in Perak.  The Company 
currently employs 26 employees at its headquarters and all 
branches.  There are 12 employees at the headquarters, four 
at Apal Tayar H&H, two at Apal Machang Tyre, and eight at 
Kedai Tayar Apal in Seberang Jertih.

The Company has a 
collection of all types 
of new car tyres and 
new rims.  It also has all 
types of tyres for lorries, 
buses, heavy vehicles, 
new and used tractors.  
The Company has also 
been appointed as 
Sales Representative for 
renowned brands such as 
Maxxis, Dunlop, Viking, 
Bridgestone and Michelin.
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“Entrepreneurs have to have 
strict self-discipline although he 
is managing his own business.  

Have to build trust with 
customers, suppliers, employees 
and bankers.  Entrepreneurs also 
have to put the business ahead 

of their own needs.”

Mohd Hasli Ramli

Mohd Hasli describes himself as 
a strict leader but he believes in a 
cheerful working environment.  He 
trains his workers to equip them with 
skills in managing the business, so that 
they can run other branches in future.  
A person who believes in his staff, 
Mohd Hasli always make sure that he 
transfers his knowledge and shares his 
experience with the employees.  This 
would empower them and provide 
management and business acumen to 
expand the tyre business in future.

On his advice to young entrepreneurs 
today, Mohd Hasli said: “Entrepreneurs 
have to have strict self-discipline 
although he is managing his own 
business.  Have to build trust with 
customers, suppliers, employees and 
bankers.  Entrepreneurs also have to 
put the business ahead of their own 
needs.”

Looking ahead, Kedai Tayar Apal plans 
to open a few new branches every 
year.  It is also targeting to expand 
retail sales rather than wholesale.  The 
Company also intends to import a tyre 
brand in a big scale so that it can sell 
directly to customers at a lower price.  
This will ensure that its customers get 
the most worthy deals for tires.  With 
stable financial capital and healthy 
bottom line as well as effective 
management and leadership, there is 
nothing to stop Kedai Tayar Apal from 
rolling ahead to capture the market 
share of Malaysia’s tyre business.  The 
Company will continue to serve its 
valuable customers with good quality 
products at reasonable and affordable 
prices.
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Faridah Shahbudin 
Owner of MAELSave Resources

MAELSAVE Resources
SA0183938-H

Customer of SME Bank since 2015
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For Faridah, 
customers are at 
the heart of the 
business.  She will 
make sure that she 
and her employees 
go the extra 
mile just for the 
customers. 

CONNECT WITH CUSTOMERS VIA
GOOD OLD-FASHIONED SERVICE AND TECHNOLOGY

MAEL Save Resources (MAEL Save) stays true to its slogan, “A Grocery 
Store Built with Heart” as the owner is a firm believer in good old fashioned 
customer service.  Despite the fast-paced 21st Century lifestyle where 
smartphones are central to people’s lives, employees of MSR treat customers 
with utmost respect and courtesy, listen to their opinions and provide the 
best guidance to help them in selecting the most suitable products.

MAEL Save, which was founded by Faridah Shahbudin in March 2011, is 
involved in retail activities and the supply of fresh produce like vegetables.  
The Company now owns two grocery stores, one lot at a wholesale market 
and 12 acres of vegetable farm.  For Faridah, customers are at the heart of the 
business.  She will make sure that she and her employees go the extra mile 
just for the customers.  She always emphasises good customer care during 
and after the transactions to ensure customer satisfaction.  With personalised 
services offered by caring employees, the Company builds lasting relations 
with customers.  These will likely result in customer loyalty and powerful 
word-of-mouth referrals that would contribute to the Company’s healthy 
bottom line.
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MAEL Save may run typical grocery stores but its excellent 
customer service is a differentiation factor in the sector.  
While practising good old fashioned customer service, 
the Selangor-based Company also utilises information 
technology to promote its products and better serve 
its customers.  The Company has a strong social media 
presence, where it has its own Facebook account, 
Instagram account as well as a website for customers 
to place online order for home delivery.  Customers 
are spoilt for choice as all grocery products and fresh 
produce from MAEL Save’s vegetable farms are available 

The Company has a strong 
social media presence, where 
it has its own Facebook 
account, Instagram account 
as well as a website for 
customers to place online 
order for home delivery. 

online at www.maelsave.com.  There are also promotions 
from time to time in the Company’s customer-friendly 
website.  The Company provides updates on its products 
via Facebook and Instagram.

Customers are assured of freshest vegetables and local 
salad herbs that come from MAEL Save’s vegetable 
farm.  The Company also places great emphasis on Halal 
products.  MAEL Save’s focus on good old fashioned 
customer service and the fact that its grocery business 
is supported by its own vegetable farm set the Company 
apart from its competitors.  Nonetheless, giant retail 
outlets have more capacity and scale compared to tiny 
retail store operators.
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Faridah acknowledged that competition is very intense 
in the retail sector.  Competition does not only come 
from other local grocery stores but also hypermarkets 
and the chain of huge hypermarkets in the country such 
as Giant and Mydin.  MAEL Save now has 45 employees 
on its payroll.  Faridah makes sure that she is fair to all 
her staff. She believes that in an organisation, a leader 
should be mature in thinking, dare to take on challenges 
and hard-working.

“A leader should also conduct a simple life and not 
too spendthrift with the income from business.  He or 
she should execute his or her responsibilities without 
any complaints.  A leader should also try to appease 
all parties as long as it does not go against any law 
and regulations,” she added.  On her advice to young 
entrepreneurs, Faridah said they have to be focussed, do 
not give up easily and must possess self-confidence.

“Entrepreneurs have to focus on one business until it 
is stable and profitable before diversifying it.  Each 
business, whether small or large, will have its own 
problems, challenges and trivial issues.  Therefore, 
entrepreneurs cannot easily give up and be defeated by 
problems.  They should believe in themselves and in what 
they are working on.  Many Bumiputera entrepreneurs 
do not succeed not because their ideas are not good but 
rather they lack of self-confidence,” she said.

“A leader should also 
conduct a simple life and 
not too spendthrift with 
the income from business.  
He or she should execute 
his or her responsibilities 
without any complaints.  
A leader should also try 
to appease all parties 
as long as it does not 
go against any law and 
regulations,” she added.
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“Entrepreneurs have to focus on one business until it 
is stable and profitable before diversifying it.  Each 
business, whether small or large, will have its own 
problems, challenges and trivial issues.  Therefore, 

entrepreneurs cannot easily give up and be defeated 
by problems.  They should believe in themselves 

and in what they are working on.  Many Bumiputera 
entrepreneurs do not succeed not because their ideas 
are not good but rather they lack of self-confidence.”

Faridah Shahbudin

As a businesswoman, Faridah has overcome the hurdle 
of having self-doubt; a mental obstacle in many female 
entrepreneurs.  Faridah does not second guess herself 
but instead she builds up her confidence, leverages 
her strength and stops doubting her decisions.  Self-
confidence is a key part of success in business, and 
an entrepreneur’s self-confidence is his or her biggest 
business asset.  In business, success is 20% about what 
one does and 80% about one’s inner world.

Research has shown that self-confidence is linked to 
how competent one feels.  According to Dr. Tomas 
Chamorro-Premuzic, Professor of Business Psychology 
at the University College London, self-confidence and 
competence are intrinsically linked.  A strong sense of 
confidence is meaningless without an equally strong 
sense of competence.

Faridah has a vision to go further into retail business.  She 
is determined to open at least one huge hypermarket like 
GIANT Hypermarket in the future.  Nothing is impossible 
if an entrepreneur has a mission, grit, persistence, 
faith and financial support.  So far, MAEL Save has 
solid financial backing from SME Bank.  The Company 
obtained financing from the Bank in 2015 to expand its 
retail operations and capital for its vegetable farm.
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